
Foster + Partners 

Role Definition  

Job Title: Artist (Sketch)  

Reporting to: To the lead team artist and ultimately to the Senior Partner.  

We have exciting opportunities for exceptional Artists to join our industry leading team. You 

will create hand drawn artwork, from loose sketch styles to refined drawings. You will need 

to be able to draw people and life within an architectural context, understand compositional 

techniques & scale and have a 3D and spatial understanding of buildings including shadow & 

light. We are looking for people who are passionate about drawing buildings and spaces and 

excelling in this field. Experience of digital illustration and advanced Photoshop is beneficial. 

You will join a team of outstanding Artists focused on the quality of an image and its power 

to tell a story. You will work with our Art Director Narinder Sagoo and art team to develop 

your skills and excel in an environment that encourages creativity, originality and flare.  

Responsibilities –  

· Creating sketches, drawings and paintings for key ideas and storyboarding projects.  

· Strong visual storytelling ensuring that images captivate the viewers imagination.  

· Creating drawings at various levels of detail and of finish to varying time constraints.  

· Demonstration of strong architectural understanding of layout, spatial proportions, 

perspective, scale and massing.  

· Ability to create quick sketches to visualise life in a space and communicate the idea of the 

project.  

· help realise architectural concepts and ideas to communicate live conversations and design 

development.  

Skills & experience required –  

· Sketching + drawing of people, buildings and environments.  

· Relevant working experience in architecture or film industry or other related industries.  

· Degree in Graphics Design, Art, Architecture or other relevant design training.  

· A good knowledge of Architecture + architectural styles would be advantageous  

· Experience using the Ipad pro, photoshop or other digital painting software would be 

beneficial  

· Strong visualisation skills including composition, perspective and colour theory  



· Good observation and research skills  

· Knowledge of form, scale, composition, use of detail and visual story telling;  

· Clear and confident communication skills  

This description reflects the core activities of the role but is not intended to be all-inclusive 

and  

other duties within the group/department may be required in addition to changes in the 

emphasis  

of duties as required from time to time. There is a requirement for the post holder to 

recognise this 

 


